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Abstract—The freshness of status updates is imperative in
mission-critical Internet of things (IoT) applications. Recently,
Age of Information (AoI) has been proposed to measure the fresh-
ness of updates at the receiver. However, AoI only characterizes
the freshness over time, but ignores the freshness in the content.
In this paper, we introduce a new performance metric, Age of
Changed Information (AoCI), which captures both the passage
of time and the change of information content. Also, we examine
the AoCI in a time-slotted status update system, where a sensor
samples the physical process and transmits the update packets
with a cost. We formulate a Markov Decision Process (MDP) to
find the optimal updating policy that minimizes the weighted sum
of the AoCI and the update cost. Particularly, in a special case
that the physical process is modeled by a two-state discrete time
Markov chain with equal transition probability, we show that
the optimal policy is of threshold type with respect to the AoCI
and derive the closed-form of the threshold. Finally, simulations
are conducted to exhibit the performance of the threshold policy
and its superiority over the zero-wait baseline policy.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the sharp proliferation of the Internet of Thing (IoT)
devices and the rising need of mission-critical services, timely
delivery of information has become increasingly important in
real-time status update systems [1], [2]. The performance of
such systems depends on the freshness of the status updates
received by the destination [3]–[5]. Recently, the age of infor-
mation (AoI) has been introduced to measure data freshness
from the receiver’s perspective [6]. In particular, it is defined
as the time elapsed since the generation of the most recent
status update packet received by the destination. Essentially,
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AoI jointly characterizes the packet delay and the packet inter-
generation time, which distinguishes AoI from conventional
delay metrics. However, it ignores the content carried by the
updates and the current knowledge of the receiver.
A natural question that arises then is whether it is sufficient
to measure the freshness of updates via AoI only. There
have been some recent efforts to answer this question. In
[7], the mutual information between the state of the source
and the received updates at the destination was defined as
the freshness metric, which was proved to be a non-negative
and non-increasing function of AoI if the sampling times
are independent of the state of the source. For more general
sampling patterns, the AoI is inadequate to reflect the freshness
in information content and hence different metrics have been
proposed in [8]-[10]. In [8], the authors proposed a metric,
named sampling age, which is the time difference between
the last ideal sampling time and the first actual sampling time.
The sampling age is monotonically increasing with respect to
estimation error for a Markov source, but the ideal sampling
time is nontrivial to obtain. Age of synchronization (AoS) was
proposed in [9] to measure the time that the process being
tracked has changed. Particularly, AoS is defined as the time
difference between the current time and the first update time
after the previous synchronization time. Actually, it is implic-
itly assumed that the first update after each synchronization
contains new information. The authors in [10] proposed age
of incorrect information (AoII) as a new metric by combining
time and estimation error penalty functions. As such, the AoII
will increase with time when the receiver stays in an erroneous
state. Note that an estimation error occurs when the current
estimate at the receiver is different from the actual state of the
process. Nonetheless, such an actual state cannot be perceived
by the receiver unless the related update is delivered and
hence, exactly depicting the AoII at the receiver between two
successful transmissions is far from being trivial.
In this paper, we first introduce a new performance met-
ric, referred to as age of changed information (AoCI), that
characterizes the information freshness via both the passage
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Figure 1. A model of a status update system.
of time and the change of information content. Then, we
study the AoCI in a status update system consisting of a
sensor and a destination. In particular, the sensor monitors
the real-time status of a physical process, which is modeled
by a two-state discrete time Markov chain, and transmits
status update packets to the destination through a wireless
channel, which incurs an update cost. We aim to find the
optimal updating policy that minimizes the total average cost,
which is the weighted sum of the AoCI and the update
cost. By formulating this problem into a Markov decision
process (MDP), we prove that the optimal updating policy
is a threshold-type policy and further derive the threshold in
closed-form with a special Markov chain model of the physical
process. Simulation results show that the threshold policy can
achieve lower total average cost than the zero-wait policy.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
II presents the system model and introduces the proposed
metric. In Section III, we provide the MDP formulation of the
problem, analyze the switching structure of the optimal policy,
and derive the threshold in closed-form. Simulation results are
presented in Section IV, followed by the conclusion in Section
V.
II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
A. System Model
We consider a time-slotted status update system which
consists of a sensor and a destination (e.g., a monitor or an
actuator). In each time slot, the sensor could remain idle to
save energy. Or it could generate a status update about the
underlying time-varying process (a.k.a. generate-at-will) and
send it to the destination over an unreliable channel to refresh
the destination. Let at ∈ {0, 1} be the action of the sensor in
the t-th slot, where at = 1 indicates that the sensor samples
and transmits a new update, and at = 0, otherwise. In general,
there will be a cost associated with each update. We let Cu
denote the cost of an update. Moreover, the transmission time
of each update is assumed to be equal to the duration of
one time slot. Without loss of generality, the slot duration is
normalized to unity.
Assume that the underlying time-varying physical process
is modeled by a two-state discrete time Markov chain {Xt; t ∈
N} with Xt ∈ {0, 1}, where the duration of each state is equal
to the slot length and the transition occurs just prior to the
sampling decision at the beginning of each slot. The one-step
state transition probability matrix is given by[
1− pc pc
pc 1− pc
]
, (1)
where pc ∈ (0, 1) is the probability of changing states.
We assume that channel fading remains constant in each slot
but independently changes over different slots. We also assume
that the sensor transmits an update at a fixed rate and the chan-
nel state information is available only at the destination. As
such, the transmission in each time slot may fail due to outage
and the packet loss could be characterized by a memoryless
Bernoulli process. Specifically, let ht ∈ {0, 1} denote whether
the transmission succeeds or fails, where ht = 1 indicates
that the transmission is successful, and ht = 0, otherwise.
We define the success probability as Pr{ht = 1} = ps
and the failure probability as Pr{ht = 0} = pf = 1 − ps.
Upon receiving the update packet, the destination feeds back
a single-bit acknowledgement, which is assumed to be instant
and error-free. If the transmission is failed and the sensor
decides to transmit in the next slot, it would generate and
transmit a new status update rather than retransmit the failed
update. This is because, with the same success probability,
retransmitting the failed out-of-date status update leads to a
larger age.
B. Freshness Metric
We assume that a status update is generated and transmitted
at the beginning of a slot and it will be received by the
end of the slot if the transmission succeeds. AoI, which is
usually used to quantify the information freshness, is defined
as the time elapsed since the generation of the latest status
update received by the destination. Suppose that the update
i is generated and delivered at the time instants gi and di,
respectively. Let U(t) denote the time at which the latest status
update successfully received by the destination was generated,
i.e., U(t) = max{gi | di ≤ t}. The AoI at the beginning of
slot t is then given by
δt = t− U(t). (2)
Different from AoI, our proposed metric, AoCI, not only
captures the time lag of the received update at the destination,
but also incorporates the variation of the information content
of the update. In particular, the AoCI decreases only when the
content of the newly received update is different from the pre-
vious one, and increases otherwise. Let n(t) = max{i|di ≤ t}
be the index of the latest update received by the destination at
the beginning of slot t and m(t) = max{j|Yj 6= Yn(t), dj ≤
dn(t)} be the index of the most recently update that has
different content from the latest received update. Yj denotes
the information content of update j, which is equal to the
state of the physical process in the slot when update j was
generated. Then, we can define the AoCI at the beginning of
slot t as
∆t = t− U
′(t), (3)
where U ′(t) = min{gk|dm(t) < dk ≤ dn(t)} represents the
generation time of the next successfully received update packet
after m(t). It is worth noting that all the successfully received
update packets after m(t) has the same content with the latest
received one.
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Figure 2. An illustration of the AoCI in a time-slotted status update system,
where ∗ is used to represent the irrelevant values.
Let Dt ∈ {0, 1} denote whether the content of a newly
received update is different from that of the previously re-
ceived one. If Dt = 1, then the newly received update has
different content. Otherwise, it has the same content. We
define pr = Pr(Dt = 1) = Pr(Yn(t) = Yn(t)−1). Note that
Yn(t) = XU(t), we have pr = Pr(XU(t) = XU(t)−δ), which is
the return probability that a state of the physical process does
not change after δ steps. According to (3), if a new status
update generated by the sensor is successfully received by the
destination (i.e., at = 1, ht = 1) and it contains different
content from the previously received update (i.e., Dt = 1),
then the AoCI decreases to one; otherwise, the AoCI increases
by one. Then, the dynamics of the AoCI can be given by
∆t+1 =
{
1 at = 1, ht = 1, Dt = 1;
∆t + 1, otherwise.
(4)
For ease of exposition, we use Fig. 2 to illustrate the evolution
of AoCI over time.
C. Problem Formulation
The objective of this paper is to find an update policy pi =
(a0, a1, . . .) that minimizes the total average cost, which is the
weighted sum of the AoCI and the update cost. By defining Π
as a set of stationary policies, our problem can be formulated
as follows:
min
pi∈Π
lim sup
T→∞
1
T
T∑
t=0
E[∆t + ωatCu|s0], (5)
where ω is a weighting factor and is used to reflect the levels
of importance and s0 is the initial state.
III. UPDATING POLICY DESIGN
A. MDP Characterization
The optimization problem in (5) can be cast into
an infinite horizon average cost Markov decision process
(S,A,Pr(·|·, ·), C(·, ·)), where each item is explained as fol-
lows:
• States: The state of the MDP in time slot t is defined to
be the tuple of AoCI and AoI, i.e., st , (∆t, δt), which
can take any value in Z+×Z+. Therefore, the state space
S is countable and infinite.
• Actions: The action in time slot t is at and the action set
A = {0, 1} is finite and countable.
• Transition Probability: Let Pr(st+1|st, at) denote the
transition probability that state transits from st to st+1
in the next slot by taking action at in slot t. Since the
failure of the packet transmission and the content change
of the received updates are independent, according to the
AoCI evolution dynamics (4), the transition probability
can be written as

Pr(st+1 = (∆+ 1, δ + 1)|st = (∆, δ), at = 0) = 1,
Pr(st+1 = (∆+ 1, δ + 1)|st = (∆, δ), at = 1) = pf ,
Pr(st+1 = (∆+ 1, 1)|st = (∆, δ), at = 1) = pspr(δ),
Pr(st+1 = (1, 1)|st = (∆, δ), at = 1) = ps(1− pr(δ)),
(6)
and Pr(st+1|st, at) = 0 otherwise.
• Cost: Let C(st, at) denote the instantaneous cost at state
st given action at, which is given by C(st, at) = ∆t +
ωatCu.
The optimal policy pi∗ to minimize the total average cost
can be obtained by solving the following Bellman equation
[11]:
θ+V (s) = min
a∈{0,1}
{
C(s, a) +
∑
s′∈S
Pr(s′|s, a)V (s′)
}
, ∀s ∈ S,
(7)
where θ is the optimal value to (5) and V (s) is the value
function which is a mapping from s to real values. Moreover,
for any s ∈ S, the optimal policy can be given by
pi∗(s) = arg min
a∈{0,1}
{
C(s, a) +
∑
s′∈S
Pr(s′|s, a)V (s′)
}
.
(8)
It can be seen from (8) that the optimal policy pi∗ depends
on the value function V (·), for which there is no closed-form
solution in general [11]. In the literature, various numerical
algorithms, such as value iteration and policy iteration, have
therefore been proposed. However, these methods are usually
computationally demanding due to the curse of dimensionality
and few insights for the optimal policy can be leveraged.
Therefore, we study the structural properties of the optimal
updating policy in the sequel.
B. Structural Analysis and Optimal Policy
We consider a special case that pc = 1/2. In this case, the
return probability pr(δ) = 1/2 for all δ. In other word, pr
is irrespective of δ. Hence, we can simplify the states of the
MDP. In particular, the state in slot t reduces to the AoCI,
i.e., st = ∆t, and the state transition probability in (6) can be
simplified as

Pr(st+1 = ∆+ 1|st = ∆, at = 0) = 1,
Pr(st+1 = ∆+ 1|st = ∆, at = 1) = pf + pspr,
Pr(st+1 = 1|st = ∆, at = 1) = ps(1− pr),
(9)
and Pr(st+1|st, at) = 0 otherwise. Based on the simplified
state space and transition probability, we present the mono-
tonicity property of V (s) in the following lemma.
Lemma 1. The value function V(s) is a non-decreasing
function for s ∈ S.
Proof: See Appendix A.
Then, we provide results on the structure of the optimal
updating policy in the following theorem.
Theorem 2. For s ∈ S, the optimal policy has a switching
structure, that is if pi∗(s1) = 1, then pi
∗(s2) = 1 for all s2 ≥
s1.
Proof: See Appendix B.
According to Theorem 2, the optimal policy can be repre-
sented as a threshold policy, which is given by
pi∗(s) =
{
1, if s ≥ Ω∗,
0, otherwise,
(10)
where Ω∗ is the threshold at which the switching occurs.
Thanks to the simplifications in the special case, we are able
to derive the closed-form of Ω∗.
Theorem 3. The optimal threshold Ω∗ of the threshold policy
is given by
Ω∗ =
√
pz + 2ωCu(1− pz)− pz
1− pz
, (11)
where pz = pf + pspr.
Proof: See Appendix C.
If Ω∗ is an integer, the optimal policy is shown in (10).
Otherwise, the optimal policy is given by
pi∗(s) =


1, if s ≥ ⌈Ω∗⌉ ,
1(x≤µ), if s = ⌊Ω
∗⌋ ,
0, if s < ⌊Ω∗⌋ ,
(12)
where 1(·) is an indicator function, x ∈ [0, 1] is a uniform ran-
dom variable, and µ = ⌈Ω
∗⌉−Ω∗
⌈Ω∗⌉−⌊Ω∗⌋ . Specifically, pi
∗(⌊Ω∗⌋) = 1
with probability µ and pi∗(⌊Ω∗⌋) = 0 with probability 1− µ.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present the simulation results of the
optimal updating policy to investigate the effects of system
parameters and compare the optimal updating policy with
zero-wait policy.
Fig. 3 shows the optimal threshold of the optimal updating
policy with respect to ps for different Cu. It can be seen that
the larger the cost, the larger the threshold is. This is evident
from Theorem 3. We can observe that the smaller the ps, the
larger the threshold is. This is because, when ps is small, the
sensor has to sample and transmit multiple times until the
destination successfully receives an update packet. Therefore,
it is efficient to update the status only when the AoCI is large.
Fig. 4 illustrates the total average cost of the optimal policy
with respect to ps for different Cu. The effect of ps on
the performance can be seen immediately: the larger the ps,
the smaller the total average cost is. As ps increases, the
transmission of an update is much easier to be successful,
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Figure 3. The optimal threshold for different values of ps (pc = 0.5 and
ω = 1).
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Figure 4. Effect of ps on the total average cost for different values of Cu
(pc = 0.5 and ω = 1).
and hence the average AoCI and the average update cost are
both reduced. Moreover, larger Cu results in an increase in
the total average cost as expected, and the gap between the
total average cost for different Cu values is almost constant
with respect to ps.
In Fig. 5, we compare the total average cost of the optimal
policy and the zero-wait baseline policy. In the zero-wait
policy, the sensor samples and transmits the status update in
each time slot. We can see that the optimal policy is superior to
the zero-wait policy and the reduction of the total average cost
increases with increasing ps. This is due to the fact, as shown
in Fig. 6, that the zero-wait policy achieves a smaller AoCI but
suffers from a constant update cost, while the optimal policy
can strike a balance between the AoCI and the update cost.
In particular, compared with the zero-wait policy, the optimal
policy has a larger AoCI because the sensor remains idle until
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Figure 5. Comparison between the optimal policy and zero-wait policy in
terms of the total average cost (pc = 0.5, Cu = 12 and ω = 1).
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Figure 6. Comparison between the optimal policy and zero-wait policy in
terms of the average AoCI and the average update cost (pc = 0.5, Cu = 12
and ω = 1).
the AoCI is larger than a threshold. However, its update cost
decreases as ps grows and hence the optimal policy is more
cost-efficient.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a new freshness metric
that addresses the ignorance of information content in the
conventional AoI. Named as the age of changed information,
this new metric not only measures the freshness by the passage
of time but also captures the information content of the updates
at the destination. We have studied the updating policy in the
status update system by taking both the AoCI and the update
cost into consideration and formulated the updating problem
as an infinite horizon average cost MDP. We have shown that
the optimal updating policy in a special case is of threshold
type, which reveals an intrinsic tradeoff between the average
AoCI and the update cost. Simulation results have shown the
effects of the unreliable channel on the total average cost.
Through the comparison between the threshold policy and
the zero-wait policy, the threshold policy is shown to yield
significant performance gain in terms of the total average cost
compared to a zero-wait policy. Future work will address some
extensions such as modeling the physical process with a more
general Markov chain model and incorporating time-correlated
channel statistics.
APPENDIX
A. Proof of Lemma 1
Based on the value iteration algorithm (VIA) [11], we use
mathematical induction to prove Lemma 1. For each state s,
let Vk(s) be the value function at iteration k. In VIA, the value
function can be updated as follows:
Vk+1(s) = min
a
{
C(s, a) +
∑
s′∈S
Pr(s′|s, a)Vk(s
′)
}
, ∀s ∈ S.
(13)
Under any initialization of the initial value V0(s), the sequence
{Vk(s)} converges to the value function in the Bellman
equation (7) [11], i.e.,
lim
k→∞
Vk(s) = V (s), ∀s ∈ S. (14)
Therefore, the monotonicity of V (s) in S can be guaranteed
by proving that for any s1, s2 ∈ S, such that s1 ≤ s2,
Vk(s1) ≤ Vk(s2), k = 0, 1, . . . (15)
Then, we prove (15) via mathematical induction. Without
loss of generality, we initialize V0(s) = 0 for all s ∈ S. Thus,
(15) holds for k = 0. Next, we assume that (15) holds up till
k > 0 and we examine whether it holds for k+1. Let Qk(s, a)
denote the state-action value function at iteration k, which is
defined as
Qk(s, a) = C(s, a) +
∑
s′∈S
Pr(s′|s, a)Vk(s
′), (16)
for all s ∈ S and a ∈ A. Then, the value function at iteration
k + 1 can be represented as
Vk+1(s) = min
a∈{0,1}
Qk(s, a). (17)
When a = 0, we have Qk(s1, 0) = s1 + Vk(s1 + 1) and
Qk(s2, 0) = s2 + Vk(s2 + 1). Since s1 ≤ s2 and Vk(s1) ≤
Vk(s2), we can easily see that Qk(s1, 0) ≤ Qk(s2, 0).
When a = 1, we have
Qk(s1, 1) =s1 + ωCu
+ (pf + pspr)Vk(s1 + 1)+ps(1− pr)Vk(1)
and
Qk(s2, 1) =s2 + ωCu
+ (pf + pspr)Vk(s2 + 1)+ps(1− pr)Vk(1).
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Figure 7. The states transitions under a threshold policy.
Bearing in mind that Vk(s1) ≤ Vk(s2), we can also verify that
Qk(s1, 1) ≤ Qk(s2, 1).
Altogether, we can assert that Vk+1(s1) ≤ Vk+1(s2) for
any k. By taking limits on both sides of (15) and by (14), we
complete the proof of Lemma 1.
B. Proof of Theorem 2
Let Q(s, a) denote the state-action value function, i.e.,
Q(s, a) = s+ ωaCu +
∑
s′∈S
Pr(s′|s, a)V (s′) . (18)
The optimal policy can be expressed as
pi∗(s) = arg min
a∈{0,1}
Q(s, a). (19)
Suppose pi∗(s1) = 1, we have Q(s1, 0)−Q(s1, 1) ≥ 0. There-
fore, the optimal updating policy has a switching structure if
Q(s, a) has a sub-modular structure, that is,
Q(s1, 0)−Q(s1, 1) ≤ Q(s2, 0)−Q(s2, 1), (20)
for any s1, s2 ∈ S and s1 ≤ s2.
According to the definition of Q(s, a), we have
Q(s1, 0)−Q(s1, 1)
=ps(1− pr)(V (s1 + 1)− V (1))− ωCu
and
Q(s2, 0)−Q(s2, 1)
=ps(1− pr)(V (s2 + 1)− V (1))− ωCu.
Since V (s1 + 1) ≤ V (s2+1), it is easy to see that (20) holds.
Along with Q(s1, 0) − Q(s1, 1) ≥ 0, we complete the proof
of Theorem 2.
C. Proof of Theorem3
For any threshold policy with the threshold of Ω, the
MDP can be modeled through a Discrete Time Markov Chain
(DTMC) with the same states, which is illustrated in Fig. 7.
Let ϕs denote the steady state probability of state s. According
to Fig. 7, we have
ϕs =
{
ϕ1, if s ≤ Ω,
ϕ1p
s−Ω
z , otherwise,
(21)
where pz = pf + pspr. Along with
∞∑
i=1
ϕi = 1, we can derive
ϕs in closed-form as follows:
ϕs =
{
1−pz
Ω(1−pz)+pz
, if s ≤ Ω,
(1−pz)p
s−Ω
z
Ω(1−pz)+pz
, otherwise.
(22)
Then, the expected cost under the threshold policy can be
computed as:
JΩ =
∞∑
s=1
ϕs(s+ ωCu1(s≥Ω))
=
Ω−1∑
s=1
ϕss+
∞∑
s=Ω
ϕs(s+ ωCu)
=
1− pz
Ω(1− pz) + pz
(
Ω2 − Ω
2
+
Ω+ ωCu
1− pz
+
pz
(1− pz)2
)
.
(23)
Since JΩ is a convex function of Ω by (23), the optimal
threshold can be obtained by setting the derivative ∂JΩ/∂Ω
to zero. Specifically,
Ω∗ =
√
pz + 2ωCu(1− pz)− pz
1− pz
, (24)
which concludes our proof.
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